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Nearlyl 41% of all Americans have been
arrested, finger printed, and have
mugshots. Tens of thousands of new civil
inftactions put in place, not by law makers,
but by the same lower level officials that
enforce them. The United States has 400
times more people in prision than the next
democratic nation.Why does the Land of
the Free continually take away the liberty
of the people... because most people,
including many in congress, dont know it is
happening. The result is a legal system
based upon profit and political gain.Pervert
follows the arrest, trial, sentencing, and
placement on the Sex Offender Registry of
the author. It contrasts the current laws
and the hysteria behind them, with the
factual information about sex offenders.
The result shows a complete detachment
from reality in the punishment of said
offenders, at a cost of safety to the
community.
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